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Background: Geographic tongue is usually an asymptomatic inflammatory disorder of the tongue; however, symptomatic cases
do occur and require treatment. Several management strategies have been reported yet they are neither specific nor curative.
Objective: The objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of an aspirin-ethanol mixture in the management of geographic tongue.
Methods: In this prospective study, an analysis of medical reports of symptomatic cases of geographic tongue managed using an
aspirin-ethanol mixture was done. The treatment regimen involved dissolving 3mg of aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) into 1 ml of 70% v/v
ethanol. Then a sterile gauze is soaked in the prepared mixture and is topically used to clean the tongue with gentle pressure for
2–3 min.
Results: The records of 23 patients were analyzed. There were more females (19, 82.6%), and the age range of patients was
15–43 years (mean age of 23.4 years). The symptoms that the patient described included: oral discomfort, burning sensations of the
tongue, pain, and loss of taste. Only 21 (91.3%) patients were asymptomatic at 3 months of follow-up.
Conclusions: Short-term topical application of the aspirin-ethanol mixture was shown to be effective in treating symptomatic
geographic tongue.
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Introduction

Geographic tongue, also known as benign migratory glossitis is a
chronic, immune-mediated inflammatory disorder[1,2]. It is
characterized by a decrease in the number of papillae (particu-
larly the filiform papillae) in the dorsum and lateral borders of the
tongue due to lymphocytic response[3,4]. Clinically, it appears as
diffuse red round patches with white distinct borders giving the
tongue a map-like appearance[1,2].

Geographic tongue is more prevalent in individuals under 30-
year-old, with a slight female predilection[3,5,6]. In most cases, the
geographic tongue is asymptomatic. However, some of the
common symptoms associated with it are a burning sensation,

taste impairment, and tongue pain[1,3,7]. Though its etiology is
unknown, some etiological factors attributed to it include emo-
tional stress, genetic factors, vitamin deficiency, allergy, and
immune disorders[1,3,5,7]. Others are bacterial or fungal infection,
psoriasis, fissured tongue, hormonal disturbances, and diabetes
mellitus[1,3,5,7].

There is still no definitive cure for geographic tongue[1,6].
The treatment is mainly for symptomatic cases. Treatment
options include topical steroids, retinoic acid, cyclosporine,
antihistamine, tacrolimus, and immune system regulators.
Purani and Purani[8] and Ishibashi et al.[9] the success of
topical tacrolimus on the management of geographic tongue.
In another study, Aung-din et al.[2] reported a series of geo-
graphical tongue cases managed by the use of tacrolimus
2 mg/l swish-and-spit solution. In another study, Vahedi and
colleagues[10] used oral zinc sulfate in treating patients with
geographic tongue. Despite several treatment options, they are
neither specific nor curative[1,5] and are limited, costly, and
lack sufficient outcome data[2].

HIGHLIGHTS

• Geographic tongue affects more females compared to male
counterparts.

• Geographic tongue predominantly affects individuals
below 30 years of age.

• In most cases, the geographic tongue is asymptomatic.
• A mixture of aspirin and ethanol is effective in managing

symptomatic geographic tongue.
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It has been reported that the geographic tongue has histo-
pathological similarity to psoriasis[11], which has been shown to
respond to salicylic acid (which is the principal metabolite of
aspirin)[12,13]. Therefore, this article aims to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of an aspirin-ethanol combination in the management of
geographic tongue. It explores this as another treatment option
that can be used in the management of geographic tongue.

Methods

This was a prospective study of patients diagnosed of medical
records of patients diagnosed with geographic tongue between
2018 and 2021. The inclusion criteria were patients aged 15 years
and above with symptomatic geographic tongue and who had
been treated in the past without improvement. Moreover, a
minimum of 1 month had elapsed from the last administration of
prior medications.

The treatment regimen involved dissolving 3 mg of aspirin
(acetylsalicylic acid) into 1 ml of 70% v/v ethanol. Then a sterile
gauze was soaked in the prepared mixture and topically applied
with gentle pressure on the tongue surface for 2–3 min. The
patients were instructed to leave their mouths open with their
tongues protruding for about a minute (Fig. 1). The patients were
thereafter instructed to self-cleanse the tongue at home by soak-
ing a soft-bristled toothbrush in the mixture at least twice a day
and to wait for about 30 min before ingesting anything after each
session. This was to be done for a period of 5 to 7 days.

The intensity of oral discomfort and burning sensation was
assessed using the Visual Analog Scale (VAS), which is a con-
tinuous scale comprised of a horizontal line of 10 cm in length,
anchored by ‘no discomfort and burning sensation’ (score of 0)
and ‘severe discomfort and burning sensation’ [score of 10 (10 cm
scale)]. The respondent was asked to place a line perpendicular to
the VAS line at the point that represents their discomfort and

burning sensation intensity. The VAS scale was graduated into 10
intervals for ease of understanding for the patients. Before
administering the questionnaire, patients were given an expla-
nation and demonstration of how to score the VAS scale. The
intensity of discomfort and burning sensationwas assessed before
treatment, one week after treatment, and during the third month
follow-up. The treatment was considered successful if the patient
scored the intensity of discomfort and burning sensation below 3
during the third month’s follow-up visit. Following a complete
response to treatment, there was a yearly follow-up for possible
recurrence.

The data obtained from this study were coded and analyzed
using Statistical Package for Social Sciences software (SPSS) for
Windows (version 26 IBM Corp), and were presented using fre-
quencies, means, and percentages in the form of a table. Ethical
clearance was sought from the Institutional Review Board
(DA.282/298/01L/74), and permission to conduct the study was
obtained from the appropriate authorities of the department of
oral and maxillofacial surgery. The study fulfills the strengthen-
ing the reporting of cohort, cross-sectional and case-control stu-
dies in surgery (STROCSS) criteria for cross-sectional studies[14].

Results

The records of 23 patients who met the inclusion criteria were
analyzed. There were more females (19, 82.6%), and male to
female ratio of 1: 4.7. The age range of patients was 15–43 years
(mean age of 23.43 ± 1.50 years). Oral discomfort and burning
sensation of the tongue were the symptoms reported by all
(N=23, 100%) patients. Other symptoms included loss of taste
(N=5, 21.7%) and pain (N=2, 8.7%)[Table 1].

The duration of symptoms ranged from 2 months to
13months, with amean of 5.17 ± 0.59months. Before the current
treatment modality, all patients had undergone one or a

Figure 1. (A) Clinical appearance of geographic tongue in a patient before treatment. (B) Clinical appearance of the same patient with geographic tongue 5min after
treatment.
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combination of several therapies which included mouthwashes
(N=20, 87%), antifungals (N= 13, 56.5%), analgesics (N=8,
34.8%), multivitamins (N=7, 30.4%), and steroids (N=3,
13%)[Table 1].

The oral discomfort and burning sensation intensity score
before treatment ranged between 6 and 9 with a median score of
8. At 1-week follow-up, oral discomfort and burning sensation
intensity score ranged between 1 and 8 (median 3), and at
3 months follow-up the range was 0–7 (median 2). Only 2 (8.7%)
patients reported poor response at follow-up (3 months after
therapy)[Table 1].

The only adverse event most commonly reported by the
patients was a raw and painful tongue during the application of

the medication. However, the pain subsided 1–2 min after the
application of the mixture.

Discussion

Geographic tongue is among the inflammatory diseases of the
oral mucosa that commonly affect the dorsal surface and lateral
borders of the tongue[9,10]. This condition has also been referred
to as erythema migrans, superficial migratory glossitis, lingual
dystrophy, marginal exfoliative glossitis, and glossitis areata
migrans[15]. Similar to the findings of this study, it has been
documented in several works of literature that geographic tongue
predominantly affects individuals below 30 years of age with a

Table 1
Patients’ characteristics, prior treatment, and treatment outcomes for geographic tongue

Case
No Sex

Age
(years) Accompanied symptoms

Duration of symptoms
(months) Prior treatment

Improvement on follow-up
(minimum 3 months)

1. F 16 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue, loss of taste.

4 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

2. F 18 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

7 Mouthwashes, antifungals,
analgesics.

Yes

3. M 17 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

13 Mouthwashes, multivitamins,
antifungals.

Yes

4. F 25 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

5 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

5. F 37 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

4 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

6. F 28 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

10 Mouthwashes, multivitamins,
antifungals.

Yes

7. F 24 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

3 Mouthwashes, steroids,
antifungals.

No

8. M 19 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

6 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

9. F 43 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue, loss of taste.

7 Mouthwashes, antifungals,
analgesics.

Yes

10. F 32 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue, pain.

8 Mouthwashes, analgesics. Yes

11. F 26 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue, loss of taste.

4 Antifungals and multivitamins. Yes

12. F 29 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

3 Multivitamins, mouthwashes,
antifungals.

Yes

13. M 24 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

6 Mouthwashes, multivitamins. Yes

14. F 23 Oral discomfort and burning sensation, pain. 3 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes
15. F 25 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the

tongue.
2 Mouthwashes. Yes

16. F 27 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

3 Mouthwashes, steroids. Yes

17. F 25 Oral discomfort and burning sensation, pain. 7 Mouthwashes, analgesics. Yes
18. F 18 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the

tongue.
2 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

19. F 17 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

8 Mouthwashes, antifungals. Yes

20. F 16 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

2 Analgesics, multivitamins. No

21. M 18 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

4 Mouthwashes, analgesics,
antifungals.

Yes

22. F 15 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

2 Antifungals. Yes

23. F 17 Oral discomfort and burning sensations of the
tongue.

3 Mouthwashes, analgesic. Yes
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slight female predilection[3,5–7]. The role of hormones in the
intensification of the condition has been proposed to explain
females’ preponderance[5].

Usually, geographic tongue is an asymptomatic condition that
requires no treatment, however, reassurance to the patient and
periodic follow-ups are recommended[16]. In symptomatic cases,
several treatment options are opted for including medications like
acetaminophen, anti-inflammatory drugs, antihistamines, topical
steroids, cyclosporine, multivitamins, and immune system
regulators[1,5,6,16]. However, to date, there is still no definitive
cure for geographic tongue[1,6].

We use various therapies for managing symptomatic geo-
graphic tongue at our center. For the cases, which do not respond
to the already documented therapies, a mixture of acetylsalicylic
acid (aspirin) and ethanol was tried. The outcome of using the
aspirin-ethanol mixture has proven to be effective, considering
above 90% of the patients reported to be asymptomatic at
3 months follow-up (Fig. 2). The success of the proposed treat-
ment modality in this study was almost similar to the results of
Vahedi et al.[10] who used oral zinc sulfate but higher than the
findings of Aung-din et al.[2] reported a series of geographical
tongue cases managed by the use of tacrolimus 2 mg/l swish-and-
spit solution.

Though long-term use of alcohol is associatedwith glossitis[17],
and there is a report showing daily use of alcohol-containing
mouth rinses induced distortion of the dorsal surface of the
tongue[18]. In our case, we used the treatment for a very short time
of 5–7 days, which may not cause any significant changes to the
tongue.

The rationale for using the aspirin-ethanol mixture is based on
reports that geographic tongue has histopathological similarity to
psoriasis[11]. It is also known that salicylic acid (which is the
principal metabolite of aspirin) has been used effectively in the
management of various dermatological conditions[19,20] includ-
ing psoriasis[12,13].

Aspirin is readily absorbed in the upper gastrointestinal tract
and metabolized in the liver[20]. Salicylic acid has been shown to
reduce the intercellular cohesiveness of the horny cells and tends
to reduce the pH of the stratum corneum, thereby increasing

hydration and softening, and thereby reducing the amount of
cellular shedding[13]. Moreover, aspirin acts by irreversibly
inhibiting both cyclooxygenase enzymes leading to a decreased
production of prostaglandins hence decreasing inflammation[20].

On the other hand, ethanol (alcohol) is used as a carrying agent
for aspirin because it increases oral mucosal permeability by
destroying the lipid composition that forms a protective layer of
the oral mucosa and disrupting the normal order of epithelial
lipid molecules, resulting in a gap between epithelial cells[21].

The only setback of this treatment option is that it causes
stinging at the site of application, though it is of few seconds, yet
still, this option is worth using, especially in settings of developing
countries where due to low socioeconomic status, accessibility of
other types of medications for the geographic tongue is either
limited or costly.

Conclusion

To our knowledge, this is the first report regarding the use of an
aspirin-ethanol mixture for treating symptomatic geographic
tongue. A short-term application of the combination has shown
to be effective. We recommend a multicentric clinical trial to
study the efficacy and safety of a mixture of aspirin and ethanol in
managing symptomatic geographic tongue.
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Figure 2. (A) Clinical appearance of geographic tongue in a patient before treatment. (B) Clinical appearance of the same patient with geographic tongue 3 days
after treatment. (C) Clinical appearance of the same patient with geographic tongue 3 months post-therapy.
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